 welcome everybody to episode 354 of
wordpress weekly for Wednesday May 29
2019 I'm your host Jeff Chandler joined by J
trip hello John hi Jeff hello how are
you doin sir they don't ask me the same
question I'm asking you well I think the
our answer is both the same is we're wet
and rainy and gross exactly yeah I mean
the appropriate term here now it's not
even June but it's swamp-ass weather I
don't need to hear about that condition
but I will agree that our our yard is a
hot nesting the boundaries of what we
can say on this form of media yes it's
just it won't stop raining it's
relentless it's uh my backyard like a
nature preserve officially Kerry and I
have made that joke also we have
chipmunks that of are swarming the
property birds are swarming we've got
lots of mud puddles all over the place
for everything everything outside is
enjoying it much more than we are so
before we get started today I want to
send a shout out to Robert Karns who is
a listener of the show Robert I saw your
email unfortunately what happens is that
I used Google's Gmail I forward things
to Gmail but I actually use Thunderbird
the client yes I use an email client my
dad you and you and the eliminator the
last two people on the planet that's
that's rain what happens is some of the
messages that shouldn't be spam get
livest up in the spam and that includes
contact form email submissions and new
comments and new post notifications even
if I'm supposed to get from WordPress
yet labeled a spam and then I don't see
them in my inbox but so I was going
through the spam or actually I was going
through the contact form submissions
because they are saved in the into the
database on the website if you use the
jetpack contact form module
and I saw her email and he was
appreciative he was telling me a little
bit about his story of how he's been
dealing with mental health issues and
how some of the people in his family
have also come down the the road with
mental health issues me appreciate me
sharing a little bit about what I've
been going through and listening to my
story and he is keep up the good work
and he loves enjoying he enjoys the show
so I just wanted to shout out to Robert
hey I get your email so the big news
today this came out earlier but Pantheon
has a quired site pilot violence man I
you know is site pilot of one now I'm
gonna we're all gonna Google site file
when I wrote when I wrote the article
today I started in WordPress I in the
title I said site pilot and I knew I got
it wrong it's staging the pilot so
there's like four times I've messed set
up already so Pantheon has acquired
staging pilot and essentially what
staging pilot is it was it's founded by
Nathan Tyler and his brother Phil and I
think it's been around for about four
years but what it does is it automates
over two million test steps that would
otherwise be done by humans every month
it performs this automated testing
regression testing on updates within
WordPress and it's able to determine
with these visual snapshots whether an
update has caused in air or something
doesn't look right maybe CSS is messed
up on the website it's it's actually
able to detect these things and prevent
a website update from actually going
through and it notifies you with this
report of things that it detected things
you should take notice of things you
should fixed so what they're gonna end
up doing is eventually taking this
technology and taking Nathan and his
brother absorbing them into Pantheon and
Pantheon is gonna have this really cool
automated set up regression testing that
is well beyond Artie on top of a lot of
the awesome other stuff they already
have as far as spinning up staging sites
and deployments and all the other cool
sort of DevOps stuff that they already
has this is a
sort of acquisition for Pantheon and for
its customers and congrats to Nathan you
know and this is one of those things
where you know I'm I don't keep a super
close eye on the hosting space but this
acquisition when I had a meeting with
Josh coning the co-founder and had a
product at Pantheon yesterday this was
the first time I've ever heard of
staging pilot mm-hmm but it's not the
first time I've heard of regression
testing using snapshots because I first
I was familiar with that from liquid web
they do something like that this and
this is all this is all because we
talked about how one of the one of the
things that we haven't been quite able
to solve to make automatic updating the
WordPress just happen across the board
not just with minor updates but for all
updates whether it's teams plugins on
everything is getting rid of that that a
factor of well I need to be there I need
to check I need to check this on a
staging site before I can implement
these changes into the life site because
I need to see what changes and the
beauty of what staging pilot does it is
it does all of this stuff and it's
automated and you don't have to manage
to test great this is one of those tools
that will eventually like every hosting
company will have to have some version
of this but it's Pantheon's making a big
investments and a big step to the the
thing that I think is kind of the
neatest thing about staging pilot is the
visual test results between like changes
are between versions they pretty much
just have a drag and drop like a diff
tool left to right where you just see
what it was and what it is now and you
get to visually identify what the
changes are between versions are between
updates so not just for WordPress itself
like WP admin WordPress but like your
theme your edits the things that you're
making between what I'm assuming
Pantheon we use this for will be like
staging pre-production and production
sites but this this is one of those
tools that every host is gonna they're
gonna want after this they're gonna
they're gonna
the scurry to build just like the
chipmunks in our yard are doing right
now they're gonna be scurrying to build
something similar to this because it
just makes total sense
so now Pantheon has this I don't know
what Go Daddy uses I don't know what WP
engine uses I know I know especially WP
engine they have staging sites so I'm
not sure if they have any kind of
regression testing in place for
WordPress updates but this stage what
staging pilot does like I said you know
the key is automation they're using AI
there's all these automatic steps it's
performing all these different tests
instead of managing tests it's automated
you just get the reports and then it
makes it a hell of a lot easier for you
to manage updates on multiple sites you
know between 20 if you're managing 20 to
100 websites instead of having to do all
those things manually later or going
through them this this makes it a heck
of a lot easier so it's a great value
add for existing Pantheon customers and
for Pantheon the service going forward
totally super it's it's awesome so
congrats to both Josh and and Nathan it
looks like a great relationship they're
happy sweet 16 WordPress turned 16 years
old so it's been about 16 years now
since Matt Mullenweg and Mike little
forked b2 or the cafe log blogging
platform which is the nucleus at the
very center of what WordPress started
off as and the first official release
was back on May 27 2003 which actually
came with a new admin interface manual
excerpts intelligent line breaks the
link manager and was compliant with
XHTML 1.1 standards and let me tell you
I remember back in those days where if
he had something that's like strict HTML
or XHTML standards it was a big deal it
was a big deal not now you put it in you
don't even see a mention I mean why
because there are no standards necessary
the standards are out the window they
are gone forever oh oh look IU included
as career Cera included this screenshot
in the
of that original release and void is it
I don't know why you but it makes me
long for simpler times it's really just
a couple text boxes a little bit of a
header you're trapped down arrow it's
looks pretty straightforward yeah in
retrospect other than some pilots and
some colors and some flat changes it's
not too far off from what we have now
you know though it's interesting seeing
the post password box so prominently
displayed in this screenshot title
category post status comments open
closed pings open closed and then post
password those are like the most
important features and things which like
you know what do you think about it back
then is like I don't know a
password-protected blog post was kind of
cool 16 years ago you have some content
you don't want everyone to see you can
hand them hand them a key to get in and
see it that was a was a nice feature to
have back then and to think about the
simpler times how about this at the very
top of the WordPress admin bar he had
these links he had post at it you had
team options categories template manage
links my profile view site and logout
that's all he had that was everything
that was inside WordPress yeah boy how
far we've come yeah links are gone
team is users we've got so many ended
menus you need to have a collapse and
expand bard expand or hide them if you
want we got we got menus on the top we
got menus on the side mm-hmm
but you made it you made a good point
though that the 16 years it hasn't
changed as much as a lot of other pieces
of software have changed in 16 years
definitely stuck to its roots what it's
been good at so there is something there
so about 16 years later this it's the
software's used in in more than 200
different languages of course 33.9 but
almost 34 percent of the top 10 million
websites as reported by w3 techs and
it's pretty cool as usual there are
Sarah Gooding did a good job of
highlighting some birthday cakes that
people took photos of people were
celebrating WordPress's birthday all
over the world
and even blue hosted this little bit of
a promotional video where they're asking
people what they what they like about
WordPress and contributing an
open-source which I thought which I
thought was neat and another year a year
goes by of WordPress development sweet
16 it's uh is eligible to operate a
motor vehicle now so I ask you this so
the birthday of WordPress we look at it
as May 27 2003 but I would I guess I
guess I'd go along with that maybe the
genesis of WordPress would be that the
comet of where Mike little commented on
Matt Mullenweg the blogging dilemma blog
post where he says hey if you want to
fort this I'm right there with you and
that seems to mean maybe that to me is
like the genesis of WordPress yeah but
first release of WordPress I guess would
be its birthday I think so - I think
that's fair
like the first release is like the first
time that anyone gets to really use it
for real yep but that's the we talked
about this I think every year since then
but it's just a it's just a fork of
another piece of software right that was
abandoned so this again is my my
reminder if there are plugins out there
or code out there that doesn't seem like
it's really going anywhere anymore like
the maintainers have disappeared or you
have different ideas it's for a
direction that some things should go
like the easiest thing to do is fork the
repo and make it something else the
harder part which I think like Matt and
others have spent the past 16 years
doing is his growing the platform
selling it to people to use it to make
it make it popular it's easy to fork it
and everyone should fork something if
they want to they want to take it their
own direction but all the hard work that
goes into making it to 33 plus percent
of the web is just insane it's which you
know about forking john other than that
a presentation you did for it was uh
boot camp boot camp dance conference
that's right here in front of a
fireplace such a great presentation oh
so warm and give me fuzzy feelings oh no
that was word sesh I think maybe
so Daniel gel cut he does operates on
the website bit splitting dot org and he
published his experience of contributing
to WordPress and unfortunately it was
not a good one he describes in his post
called unloved patches that he's admired
the worst WordPress project for a long
time and his the administration for the
admiration for the project has
diminished a bit in the past seven
months because he hasn't succeeded in
contributing to it he and he describes
that he's heard a lot of reports from
his customers that dates were being set
wrong and posts to WordPress the issue
is that if you have a draft post on
WordPress changing its status to
published doesn't update the publish
date from the time the draft was
originally steve and i think i've run
into this a few times over the years and
so he says that he did the hard work and
not only diagnosing the problem in
wordpress of source code but also
writing effects and writing unit tests
to confirm the fix he found a bug with a
patch that will fix the problem for his
customers and any other clients of the
wordpress api he then links to the
ticket in Trek with the patch he says
that he then went to wordpress slack to
see what could be done to have his fix
its integrated he had a positive
response from a couple members of the
team and it seemed like his bug fix was
being fast-tracked or slated for an
integration time passed it's been about
seven months now it's been able to check
in with the press corps team and now
he's getting met with radio silence
basically it's falling through the
cracks even though it has a patch and
unit tests and things are confirmed for
the for the patch so he doesn't know
what really is is gonna happen but he
says that
he says you can't callow every
contributor some submissions will be
bogus but his was a clear fact clear fix
to a defect that affects multiple
clients of the API if it's not a clear
fix I'm at least owed an explanation for
why he hasn't been committed after seven
months in his humble opinion I'm looking
at it now then my my first like and I
just skimmed the track issue like his
details of its a you can you I love when
you can tell that like developers know
how to file a bug report like the
verbage of the direction and a test case
like this probably um Chris coiour from
CSS tricks has like limited what is it
called a reduced test case there's a
whole but almost a white paper basically
that he wrote about how do you how do
you reduce this down to the exact
reproducible thing so that's that's
really what he did and have as unit
tests and the patch and everything here
and then it kind of just evaporated
there was just nothing else really
happened afterwards so my one home I
wanted only real disclaimer when it with
bugs is that anything that touches dates
and times is really a risky to change
and then like the the publish date I
always think is interesting because when
when do you want it to show that it was
published is it the exact minute that it
transitions from strike draft to publish
does it flip the date then or does it
keep the original date from when he
started drafting the post like I could
see wanting both or is that a use case
for having it stamped in the revision
it's uh dates and times are weird and
like when to flip the bit and why
someone might want it to be one away and
someone might want it to be the other
my guess though with an issue like this
is just there's not enough people have
recognized the problem or or really
understand the problem or are exposed to
the problem in order to get enough
momentum to actually have someone stand
behind to commit it and fix it well if
there's really just there's no track to
get change from future release to five
point one then it was pointed to five
point two then it was pointed to five
point three and I don't know it just
keeps getting punted and that's there or
like that was like what Matt talked
about at the state of the word last year
and that was when some folks tried to do
some traumatic cleanup and then that got
reversed because it was like thousands
of tickets I'll just get punted down the
line and like I don't I don't know
exactly what the best solution is to
that other than the direction that
WordPress is sort of going right now
which is having more committers and
having more people with more eyes fixing
more and more issues there's another
issue that's similarly that some folks
that do a WordPress email lists that I
subscribed to had commented on so Alex
and Ben had commented on a different
track ticket that I think they were
maybe involved with and the similar
similar experience six of this one was
from three years ago and there are like
a dozen maybe two dozen patches but kind
of a similar experience of like well
it's it's punted from 4.8 4.9 so like
four different versions of 4.9 no no no
no no no none but like I don't know this
is like the the problem in this solution
like it's good that there's activity and
then it keeps getting moved because it
means that like someone is in fact
paying attention and touching it it's
not just completely being ignored and
the abyss of track issues that there are
that are out there but at the same time
a lot of these we just we need more
people to take the security team like we
just need more trusted bodies and more
people to put their stamp of approval on
stuff and then just get it committed and
and and go from there but so I guess my
advice to Dani would be that to keep an
eye on the make core WordPress blogs
because every now and then in these
releases that I've seen lately there's
always usually a post that says hey are
there any bugs that we should be looking
at attract Achatz that you like to see
included in this release and I would say
to Daniel to keep trying to get more
focus onto your ticket in each release
especially right after a version is
released trying to get involved in the
discussion one for what should be in the
next release and just throw your ticket
out there whether it's in the slack
Channel or in the comment of one of
those blog posts but you have to be a
very for some of these things especially
one offs like in this situation you have
to be a very strong ambassador over time
and you have to have that energy and
care enough about it
for what could be months or even years
as we saw with the cryptography digital
signatures mm-hmm it's all that
eventually added to core you gotta have
you gotta somehow find that energy and
maintain that passion before you just
just say the hell with it
you know if it ever gets committed it's
committed but I don't I don't have the
time or patience to put up this anymore
this is which is what happens to a life
this is a you know it's one of those
things that like we talked about last
week where it really does echo like real
life change if you want to see something
be better where you live you have to
speak James you want to see it's right I
mean it's a little cliche but you have
to show up there like the meetings or
you know you have to talk to the right
people and the right times to get the
roads paved where you live or to fix a
streetlight where you live or whatever
else part of it is just getting in
contact with you know either the right
individual some days but then also like
on the flip side of the coin
and like not to open a whole other can
of worms on the show today but like the
hardest part about building software
really is the maintenance side of it it
is the hardest part about real-life
infrastructure also like old utility
poles manholes like whatever it is
putting new stuff very straightforward
be building a new Pete a feature in
software like the site health check it
was a lot of work went into it or like
Gutenberg obviously a lot of work goes
into it but it is easier to create a new
thing than it is to change a line of
code that has been the way that it's
been for 10 or 12 or 15 years and so
it's not an excuse but it is just a
reminder that like even small changes
that you don't think are really going to
have that many negative consequences
even with unit tests even with
everything else and what you think are
all of your bases covered a lot of the
times changing that old code is going to
break something for somebody in worst
case scenario it breaks it for a lot of
people like you know it was once one
simple change in the grading of your
yard might cause a flood in your
basement and it was the right thing to
do was to change your yard that way or
to change something your driveway
whatever but it impacts something else
down the ride that are down the line
that you might not otherwise know and
it's the same thing with code you change
one line and all of a sudden drafts that
change to publish for xml-rpc work one
way and then they don't work a different
way in the rest api or whatever else
like even if it's broken right now at
least it's broken in a way that most
people are familiar with instead of like
I don't know it's weird oh well if if
WordPress development was happening on
github that we could use their new
sponsors tool we can actually pay
somebody to put the patch in the
WordPress the sponsors tool is pretty
cool I mean I haven't seen it yet but I
did apply not that like first of all of
all the people in the world to try and
test the thing I don't really consider
myself to be like
really one of those people that's gonna
give it too but I think it would be fun
to try it and that's uh you joke but I'm
it wouldn't hurt maybe to have something
like that and yeah so github has
launched a new sponsor stroll that
allows open-source developers to receive
financial support the program is really
now slowly and as you can imagine
there's a wait list with open source
contributors and maintain errs on that
list for the first year developers are
in the program github will cover all the
payment processing fees and has plans to
match all contributions up to $5,000 and
by the way this articles were in mr.
Gooding that WPT averin she she reports
that individual developers participating
in the program customized a funding
options displayed when potential
supporters click on the sponsor button
they can also add links to other popular
funder funding services such as open
collective community bridge tie lift
COFA and patron and open source projects
can also specify funding models for
contributors by adding a github funding
that yml file to the project's master
branch so this saw all sounds well and
good but there's been some criticisms
from both sides describing what this
could turn into basically know there's
some people who may quote it saying you
know why he fixed my issue yet I sent
you ten dollars at the end you honor my
applications here I've made you welcome
to small donation open source 2019 and
John we've talked about this earlier
this year may have been last year about
how do we how do we come up with the
solution to pay open source retribute
errs with and finding that balance of
not having that influence Wonder's been
in their time on and the project and
this looks to be a sort of experiment or
way to try to do that but it could very
easily I mean we're already starting to
see some developers in the program
listing in the rewards section that they
were prioritized their issues if they
sponsor them
- mm-hmm any it's totally like github is
you want this fixed you pay me I mean
it's the it kind of is crass I guess to
position it like that but the reality
unfortunately is that is generally what
makes the world go round
so either how you as a open source
developer or contributor position this
or word this is is becomes pretty
important and github
this is them makin making a move to try
and build into or integrate into the
existing UI an audience of millions of
people that are that are using and
relying on github to to gracefully
include links and nudges and suggestions
on how to compensate people for their
work it should be beta and it should
probably be in beta for a really long
time so that they can make sure to get
it right because there are a million
ways that this could not that this could
go very wrong like some of the Basecamp
folks mentioned and others like it could
it could go that way but I don't think
that that will be the majority of people
that will see it that way or that will
use it that way and there will probably
be some Rockstar that's able to say it
that way you know if you pay me right
like there will be people that are able
to be that way that will have an
audience that will follow them and it
will work for them but I don't think
that that works for everybody
and I don't think that that's the the
way to take this I think it's I think
it's neat that within github within the
workflow like if I report an issue
or I'm having a bug and it's very
annoying and that developers front
somehow finds a fix or if the months a
problem that that solves it for me and
if I can click a sponsor thing and maybe
give them a few bucks for it because hey
it's really nice now that this is fixed
it's really been bothering me and I
think it's nice that I have that ability
to do now as a user yep I agree come in
it's coming for some people not for
everyone but it's coming coming
eventually and one of the big
differences between you know open
collective as mentioned in here as a
competitor but open collective funds
projects while sponsors funds individual
maintainer x' that's a big difference so
so there's that
we'll see if John gets on the list and
you know hmm makes it just once John
becomes a be sponsored on github will
start pimping there at the end of the
show you know when we ask him where he
could be followed and he's gonna come on
here if you he'll be able to watch the
show but you just start slamming dollar
bills you know out of his hands and Hey
look baby open source dozens of dollars
yeah if you're lucky dozens of dollars
this can get me a few cappuccinos from
Starbucks if I drink coffee anymore yeah
I started having decaf again but I think
the the best that anyone can hope for is
that anyone backs them period it and
that's it like anything is better than
nothing I don't know that there will be
a ton of people that will be making a
full-time salary this way that there
might be some projects like view or of
whatever that have everyone's attention
that maybe this would work for I don't
think this is gonna be paying a lot of
bills for for most people I mean I mean
it's it's sort of sort of like having
the donation button and wordpress.org
for your plugins where it's there you
have the ability to send some donate
some cash to a plugin developer for a
plugin and what have we learned over the
years almost no
plug-in developer makes a living based
on those donations it's just something
that's there for the people who wonder
give money that way so that there's
there part of that is is a cultural
problem we're generally speaking I think
the expectation is that plugins are free
or they are you're paying for support
with a pro license or something like
that
donations really aren't the there's no
driving force behind them there's a link
there's literally a link in the plugin
page it's not really it's not a trauma
it's there and employing developer has
to add it there yep and then we as a as
a there's a you know a universe of users
weird wait we don't really make a point
to talk about donations or to to draw
them out as if it is a real revenue
stream or a source of funding for the
code that gets written like they're not
revealed really within WP admin or the
plugins pages they're not revealed
within the add plugins page if you're
adding something new they don't show up
in the plugin details if you're looking
at the iframe that shows up within
WordPress admin like they're not you
have to code that into your plugin and
then usually when folks do it it ends up
being a little bit more obtrusive or
Negi or in an admin notice that kind of
just gets shoved aside anyhow so like
this is why I think it's really
important that github gets this right
well you know and we talked about this
and and how can WordPress do something
similar or make things easier to
generate income for developers to
generate income within the software and
I you know that seems to be a little bit
of a slippery slope because I don't know
if I want those type of marketplace
things put into core and that would make
it easier for a lot of other developers
to make money I mean I'm not against
them making money or generating income I
just don't know if I want that
in the core software that I'm using
mm-hmm it's because I don't I wouldn't
use it I don't need it I I don't know
yeah it's uh it's a really tricky
problem to solve because of the
economics behind it like what makes
somebody or their output more valuable
than somebody else and that comparison
is impossible to not make unfortunately
when you see what it is that someone
else is able to achieve or what they've
done with whatever their level of effort
was everyone instantly kind of compares
to try and figure out like what they can
do differently what they can improve
what they've done wrong whatever else
and so like if you see if people see if
people are in it for the money like if
that is the the thing that drives them
and I think that that is probably a
motivating factor a little bit for most
people it might not be the thing but it
helps does not hurt to have be
financially comfortable whatever that is
and whatever that means but like if if I
agree if we if word press had more of
these links more in our faces depends on
how its implemented and would it would
it help or hurt and once you move that
link like we said in the show about like
putting ads in places this is kind of an
ad like having a link to donate is kind
of an ask you're asking someone to give
you something to give you money to give
you business to give you attention in a
way that isn't super just organic
support like you're asking them to look
or pay you and that if that means you
have to provide pretty immense value or
need at least enough value for them to
feel like it's worth paying
doesn't have to worry about money
press press that was a good Segway yeah
prosperous and its flagship of Commerce
subscription product has been acquired
by automatic along with press press
presses
see that 20 times fast on with their 20
employees that will also be joining
automatic to continue developing and
supporting their products currently
there is no timeline for any immediate
big changes that's going to happen
within these products which is usually
always the case when these things happen
but over time these subscriptions
products and the other things that they
have will be integrated perhaps into
woocommerce itself the acquisition
Ostrow includes army wu a marketing
automation tool and robot ninja which
offers automated checkout testing for
WooCommerce stores so if you combine
that plus with the subscriptions product
which has made Brett Shepherd pretty
successful over the years these are
really really good substantial
enhancements to the WooCommerce product
over the years and I and I enjoy these
stats that Sara Groening brought up
about she says that price press press
has been deeply invested in the
WordPress world commerce open source
project for many years and MOOC Commerce
says 834 contributors and Shepard it's
currently among the top 10 in this
company committed to the 5 for the
future initiative last year by
sponsoring one of its employees to
contribute full-time to a commerce core
and for the for the past five years
Shepard is also co-organizers of
WooCommerce San Francisco Meetup so
Shepard has been everything you could
want in terms of the contributor to
WooCommerce so I Brian crowds guard over
on post status had a pretty good
write-up in and his opinions on this
acquisition and apparently this may give
automatic a chance to make it good a big
play to Shopify which I believe forces
people to use third parties third-party
solutions for subscriptions mmm so there
so congrats to Brent and his team and
know it's interesting in its personal
blog post he always believed that
automatic would be add like a tree a
company a dream job that he would love
to have and ten years later there he is
he's gotten acquired while I'm Eric and
I was going
anonymity ssin they built a lot of cool
stuff to get there like automation
testing just like a staging pilot like
they're written a lot of code they've
built a lot of neat things and it pays
off the hard work the volunteering doing
the work and doing what you love
generally pays off and it did for them
it's a good fit I think press press
press press press are you see I'm
getting better at this you are getting
better our listeners out there it's a
little say say it three times fast see
if you could do it less I think you have
to say it three times slowly you say it
fast you're gonna say other words that
aren't correct just present yeah I mean
and it's a whole play on prosperous but
it but it works and I like it I like
that I like that hit a meeting right
there prosperous prosperous so congrats
to the team let's see is there anything
else it's making the rounds that you'd
want to mention or bring up today June
not really I mean I'm happy we talked
about the Pantheon acquisition because
that was something that I know that just
happened recently so it's good to fit
that in the show today um I'm trying to
think I mean there's like more and more
really like word press releases point
release is happening work is happening
steadily and 5.3 but other than that I
don't think there's a ton of details or
camp Europe's coming up for me that's
pretty exciting it's about two or three
weeks now where it can't be you a lot of
stuff that's gonna be happening where it
can't be you as far as guests are
concerned I'm working on getting a Jill
binder to talk about her work with
inclusivity and diversity at tentatively
councils her and for July third there's
gonna actually probably be some big
announcements maybe even a blog post
that's made about her work somewhere
around the work camp --u time period I'm
working on getting Dan may be an the
founder of WP and up and mental health
and well-being organization Gaiman
HAP's at the end of the month and I also
get Johnny Harris on the show pretty
soon here to talk about his
contributions to he's working on
multi-site white screen of death
protection and he would also like to
talk about word pressing governance
which I think would be in the
conversation and speaking of that I
think it's almost time to you bring
Martin rain Hendrickson on and Richard
sharing back on the show to give us kind
of an update on what's happening over
there with that project I wanted to talk
a little bit about the github security
policy stuff to that I don't have the
the link to their their post handy so
you'd have to hear it paraphrased from
me which nobody wants to hear alright so
before we wrap up the show I do have I
do have a minute mini rant like to say
so this is my favorite part of the show
it's not really a big deal I mean it is
it's just more of a knowing to me but
I've noticed that over the look I
appreciate large fonts or larger fonts
than what we've had in the past few
years on the web and I web pages but
lately I've noticed that I actually have
to hold control and tert might use might
turn my mouse wheel down and go down to
about 90 to 80 percent of what the web
pages size is for the taxes and that be
so in my face and there's just more and
more websites and WordPress themes and
just it just seems to be a natural trend
to have larger text which yes it's
easier to read but I just get so annoyed
when it seems to be so in my face that I
have to shrink it so it's not I don't
know it's some weird thing it that
drives me nuts about having text that's
too large yeah the first what's going on
but a lot of my sites now that I browse
or down to 80 to 90 percent like Twitter
Twitter's a big one like a madman Pro
when I'm viewing it on Firefox it has to
be at 80 percent or else everything is
just too damn big no I saw on iOS i I've
always turned the system font sized all
the way down like to the smallest that
it could be to fit more of it on the
screen and then I don't know what
version of iOS that it was if it was
just 11 or if it was 10 there's like so
many versions
UI changes now that I'd like to have a
hard time remembering when stuff gets
put in but now they have that like
chunky app header title like you're in
the settings app and it says settings
really big and it takes up like the top
I don't know
inch for the top like tenth or of eighth
of the screen and then when you scroll
up it like fades in and it does this
little thing where it gets small and
then it gets big again whatever else to
like it it doesn't it just i wonder who
that's for like who forgets what
application that they're in enough where
they like have to have it be so
prominently displayed and big in every
app like that it just seems like kind of
a waste of space like it must work it
must be something that that people want
or that improves cognition or something
there must be something to it but I
generally agree that like I like I like
my code font to be I think it may be a
touch bigger then usually what
everything else is but otherwise yeah
the it's either way too big or like way
too small
I like font it's around 12 to 14 but
depending on other elements on the page
14 could be just too much right like you
like it's weird I don't know I mean it
is the web in general kind of has lots
of goofy trends but you can follow the
even WordPress themes around and you
look at the the latest 2019 theme and it
is a very big solid title area big very
large h1 and then a relatively large
single column content area how do you
just can't miss okay basically hey like
that's the that's the time period of
design that we're in with the web and
apps and things but kind of ready for
that to go away and for
I don't know something else to take its
place I do and I do enjoy the fact that
my size settings for specific websites
appear to be saved in my browser so if I
visit where it goes down to 80% if I
visit a particular webpage you know it
goes to the last known percentage I was
using for that website so that's pretty
neat I'm enjoying that but I really like
the way that the new CSS tricks website
like since they redesigned it CSS -
trixx Khan y'all probably already for
sure have been to this website know what
it is and everything but like the it is
fun and it kind of takes advantage of
the big chunky header in a way that I
think makes sense and makes it feel like
like a like the type of title that it's
supposed to be like it important in your
face kind of title but then it's just
like a miniature version of a card
layout with the avatar the author's name
the links to go over start commenting on
it but then it's like very designed like
very intentionally there's lots of
interactive elements on the cards they
animate they move they transition would
you expect anything less from CS notes
I wouldn't the the thing that I think I
like about it is that it isn't it is
like a combination of the old and the
new right it's still very content very
user very author focused on writing but
then it's still very intentionally and
nicely designed like if you scroll up to
the very top the CSS is that the logo
spins around with momentum kind of it we
does little there's a little spin around
move like there's all these little
touches that you can tell somebody took
the time to really think about why it's
there and what what it does and I don't
you just don't see that level of finish
or polish on a lot of websites and
WordPress themes these days there's a
lot of
a lot of design elements and polish on
the CSS tricks website that makes it
feel fun to use and keeps you kind of
engaged that is the finishing touches
that most WordPress themes just don't
come with know we need to get I should
get Chris Cory on the show that'd be fun
do you have it Chris on the show yet I
don't think we've had Chris on the show
I think he's still doing a shot talk
podcasts all about front-end web design
development work oh for sure that's you
know he's been doing that for a long
time pretty good show there so other
than that I think we're about done here
I guess I don't know I feel like I feel
like I don't want the show to end today
but I guess you're probably right
probably over this know there has to
know why all right so you can fight so
this episode on all other episodes on
WPT burn comic follow me on twitter at
jeff ro je FF r0 and you can follow John
on his github account sponsor him I'm
gonna sponsor him no not yet please
don't no please don't
it's okay I wish that like the
sponsorship thing like the only reason
to do it is to like help other people
it's not to like buy me coffee it's so
that I can buy other people coffee when
we go out places I don't know like I
wish there was a way to do it in a way
that it they get benefitted other people
and not just and or the or directly I
don't know I don't know it just doesn't
feel right to benefit a person like that
that's just me find me on github
somewhere find me at JJJ blog I guess
that's it I guess the show's over now
hope everybody enjoyed your holiday your
extended three-day weekend last weekend
if you had a chance to to do that I I
found it very nice you know you go back
to working for one day the next day it's
hump day so very on our way towards this
weekend's could be a good weekend maybe
that's what it is if still feel it feels
like a Tuesday yeah it's it's weird
it's a little weird we cruise through
the topics this week too
we just went right through those hi like
a hot knife through butter
I guess is that one a brat rose to over
here this past Sunday you know corn on
the cob dip it in the butter hovered in
Seoul everybody enjoy the rest of your
week I'm starving
we'll talk again next Wednesday
afternoon say bye Jonathan the loaf God
by John

